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ABSTRACT

The inquiry-based teaching instruction (IbTI) has been practiced internationally to improve student competency in science. The implementation of this strategy has been recommended by the science curriculum in Indonesia since 2003. However, it is not still implemented successfully in schools. The implementation is likely unsuccessful to achieve its goals and this has been demonstrated by the results of an international assessment program called PISA in which the ranks of Indonesia have not increased since 2003. This study; thus, focused on this issue by assessing the implementation of IbTI in secondary schools in Jambi City, Indonesia. In addition, this study included constraints that interfered with the implementation. A researcher-designed questionnaire was sent out to 107 science teachers in Jambi city and 70 (65.4%) teachers returned the questionnaires. The results showed that most of the participants did not use IbTI in their science classrooms. They predominantly used the more traditional teaching strategies such as lecturing despite of the fact that the use of IbTI had been recommended by the curriculum. Four major perceived-constraints including the unsupportive educational settings and insufficient facilities and knowledge had been identified interfered with the implementation. These findings may provide a logical explanation to the low science scores of the Indonesian students as showed by PISA. This study thus highlighted the need of providing the science teachers with reasonable supports for replacing their traditional-type instructions with more student-centered ones such as IbTI. The findings of this study are also beneficial for those in other developing countries who are endeavoring to implement inquiry due to the similarity in their educational context.
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INTRODUCTION

The inquiry-based teaching instruction (IbTI), in general, is a science teaching practice which is designed and implemented by a science teacher with a goal of involving students in carrying out an investigative learning activity to develop their critical thinking skills as well as their science skills. This approach is advocated because it is appropriate for the wide diversity of students’ capabilities and existing knowledge (Hess & Trexler, 2005; Sewel, 2002; Trowbridge, Bybee, & Powell, 2004). In this practice, students are encouraged to pose questions and find their own answers by doing ‘hands-on’ activities in groups, sharing their ideas, and holding discussions with peers (NRC, 1996). Meanwhile, teachers are recommended to give students chance to work independently by carrying out their own investigations. Teachers can guide students by asking divergent questions (Alessandrini & Larson, 2002; Oliveira, 2010; Windschitl, 2002) which will help them to conduct their investigations, collect their own data, and reach their own conclusions (Baker & Leyva, 2003).

A vast array of studies over the years has provided evidence that IbTI is efficient for students’ science achievement (e.g., Gallagher, 1987; Geier et al., 2008; Hmelo-Silver, Duncan, & Chinn, 2007; Hofstein & Lunetta, 1982; Hofstein, Navon, Kipnis, & Mamlok-Naaman, 2005; Lustick, 2009; Palmer, 2009; Sadeh & Zion, 2009; Zion, Cohen, & Amir, 2007). The benefits can be in the form of the developing students’ critical thinking and conceptual understanding (Minner, Levy, & Century, 2010) as well as their science process skills in generating questions and writing hypothesis (Hofstein, Shore, & Kipnis, 2004), and increasing their engagement in science lessons (Sadeh & Zion, 2009).

Because of its numerous benefits, IbTI has become a worldwide strategy in science teaching. Some countries such as the United States (NRC, 1996, 2000), Australia (Education, 2007), the United Kingdom (IGCSE, 2009), China (MOE, 2001), and Indonesia (MoNE, 2003b) have mandated the use of this teaching strategy in their curriculum documents. Particularly in Indonesia, the use of IbTI was recommended firstly by the Indonesia government in 2003 in the science curriculum called the competency-based curriculum (Kurikulum Berbasis Kompetensi or KBK in bahasa). KBK had targeted goals to help students develop their scientific knowledge, (MoNE, 2003a), their process skills, and their ability to apply science in everyday life (MoNE, 2003b). These goals were parallel with the lifelong learning concept (or the need to learn throughout life) and the learning-society concept issued by The United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in 2002, in which all social science field areas should should meet goals to foster more-effective learning (UNESCO, 2001).

However, KBK was likely unsuccessful to achieve its goal developing the Indonesia students’ science competency. The Indonesian students’ competency in science remained low despite the recommendation of IbTI use within KBK. One of the evidence was obtained from the results of the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) - an international assessment program which assesses 15 year-old students’ performance on Mathematics and Scientific Literacy. The results of PISA shows that the Indonesian students’ scientific skills had not been developed since 2003. In 2003, the Indonesian students were at the rank 38 out of 40 participant countries (OECD, 2003). In 2009, it was at the rank 57 out of 65 participant countries (OECD, 2009), and in 2012 it was at the rank 64 out of 65 countries (OECD, 2012). During that decade, the rank of Indonesian students were even lower than the rank of students from some other South East Asia Countries such as Malaysia and Thailand. It appeared that the implementation of IbTI was questionable, but unfortunately there was a lack of study investigating factors affecting the failure of KBK during that era.

Aiming at resolving the issue, thus, the Indonesian government in 2013 issued a reformed curriculum called the curriculum of 2013 (kurikulum 2013 or K13 in bahasa). The
K13 also has a mission to develop the Indonesian student competency in science. To achieve its goal, K13 recommends teachers to involve students in science learning process. This involves students to do observations, post hypothesis, generate questions, design experiments, collect and analyze data, make conclusions, and share the results in classroom. To accommodate these approaches, teachers need to shift their teaching practices from traditional ones to student-centered strategies such as inquiry-based teaching (MoEC, 2014a, 2014b, 2016). In other words, the reformed curriculum recommends inquiry-based teaching instructions (IbTI) in Indonesian classrooms similar to the previous curriculum of the country.

Nevertheless, the Indonesian student competency in science is not noticeably developed despite of the recommendation. According to the latest PISA result in 2015, it was found that the rank of Indonesian student competency in science remains low which is at the rank 62 out of 70 participant countries (OECD, 2015) and remains below the rank of Thailand and Malaysia. It thus can be assumed that K13 is also not successful for the improvement of the Indonesia student competency in science.

Constraints may play a critical role in implementation of inquiry. For example, previous studies identified some challenges that include the external factors (Anderson, 2002) including curriculum structure, the availability of educational facilities (Coppola, 2008; Sundberg, Armstrong, Dini, & Wischusen, 2000; van den Berg & Lunetta, 1984; Zion et al., 2007), funding, technical support, classroom management (Thair & Treagust, 1999, 2003; van den Berg & Lunetta, 1984), and the assessment system (Chen, 1999; Cook & Taylor, 1994). In addition, internal factors or dilemmas (Anderson, 2002) that include teachers’ knowledge and skills, and their experience in inquiry (Deters, 2004; Thair & Treagust, 1997) are also parts of the challenges in implementing inquiry. Some of these constraints look familiar in the Indonesia educational settings and thus their existence needs to be identified and their effect on the IbTI implementation needs to be understood.

Given the depiction above, it can be inferred that the enactment of science curriculum in Indonesia is problematic. The problems may be due to the quality of the implementation, the unsupportive educational settings, and some other factors. An assessment, therefore, needs to be performed to understand what factors affecting the unsuccessful enactment of the science curricula in Indonesia. The search includes about how well the IbTI was implemented in secondary schools by science teachers and what challenges that the science teachers faced in the IbTI implementation in Indonesia.

**Purpose and Questions**

The purpose of this study was to investigate the implementation of inquiry-based teaching instructions (IbTI) in Indonesia particularly in Jambi city and challenges that interfere with the implementation. To achieve the purpose of the study, the following questions guided this study:
1. What are the science teaching strategies predominantly used in Jambi city?
2. Have the inquiry-based teaching instructions (IbTI) been implemented in science teaching in Jambi city?
3. What challenges that the teachers face to implement the inquiry-based teaching instructions (IbTI) in Jambi city?
METHODOLOGY

a) Research Design and Participants

For this study, a survey research was used. Creswell (2012) defined survey as “research design as procedures in quantitative research in which investigators administer a survey to a sample or to the entire population of people to describe the attitudes, opinions, behavior or characteristics of the population” (p.376). In addition, Nunan (1992) defined survey “is the most commonly used descriptive method in educational research, and may vary in scope from large-scale governmental investigations through to small scale studies carried by a single researcher and the purpose of a survey is generally to obtain a snapshot of conditions, attitudes, and/ or events at a single point in time” (p.140). The purpose of using the survey research is to capture a broad picture of the IbTI implementation in Jambi city. This survey involved science teachers who were teaching in secondary schools in Jambi city, Indonesia. 107 science teachers from 40 public and private schools were invited into the survey.

Their involvements in the survey were based on their willingness and proven by their informed consent forms. 70 out of 107 (65.4%) science teachers who comprised of 20 chemistry teachers, 20 physics teachers and 30 biology teachers. These teachers included 37 male and 33 female as listed in Table 1. These teachers – further called respondents- were coded respondent 1 (R1), respondent 2 (R2), and so forth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
<th>Number of Teachers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>a. Bachelor</td>
<td>55 (78.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Master Degree</td>
<td>15 (21.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>The Institute/Faculty from where the teachers graduated</td>
<td>a. Teaching and Education Faculty</td>
<td>70 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Other non-educational Faculty</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Field of Study</td>
<td>a. Chemistry</td>
<td>20 (28.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Physics</td>
<td>20 (28.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c. Biology</td>
<td>30 (43%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Teaching Years</td>
<td>a. &lt;5 years</td>
<td>10 (14.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. 5-10 years</td>
<td>15 (21.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c. &gt;10 years</td>
<td>45 (64.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Affiliated Schools</td>
<td>a. State Secondary School</td>
<td>44 (62.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Private Secondary School</td>
<td>26 (37.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>a. Male</td>
<td>37 (52.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Female</td>
<td>33 (47.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The demographic data in Table 1 shows that most of the teachers (78.5%) were holding bachelor degrees in science which is the requisite level of education to enter teaching job in secondary schools in Indonesia, while the remaining 21.5% of the teachers were holding master degrees; and all of them obtained their degrees from the Institute/Faculty of Teaching and Education in Indonesia. In addition, most of the teachers (62.9%) were teaching in public schools while 37.1% of the teachers were teaching in private schools. They had different teaching years; 64.3% had been working more than 10 years and the remaining 35.7% had been working less than 10 years. Based on the demographic data it can be assumed that the respondents who had returned the questionnaires had various backgrounds and they can be seen as the representation of the science teacher population in Jambi City.
b) Data Collection Tools and Analysis

To achieve the purpose of this study which was to investigate the implementation of inquiry-based teaching instructions (IbTI) in Indonesia particularly in Jambi city and challenges that the teachers faced with the implementation, three research questions guided this study: (1) What are the science teaching strategies predominantly used in Jambi city? (2) Have the inquiry-based teaching instructions (IbTI) been implemented in science teaching in Jambi city? And (3) What challenges that the teachers face to implement the inquiry-based teaching instructions (IbTI) in Jambi city? The questionnaire developed by the researchers was anonymous and sent to the teachers by mail. The questionnaire was written in bahasa Indonesia using clear sentences to avoid bias. The process was started by constructing the conceptual construct of the questionnaire (Table 1) that involved dimensions, definitions, indicators, items and description. The questionnaire involved questions about aspects such as the teachers’ predominant teaching strategies in science teaching including their use of inquiry-based teaching instructions (IbTI), challenges that the teachers faced using IbTI in science teaching, their exposure to IbTI and their understanding about IbTI. The multiple response type items were applied in the questionnaire to provide the large scope of the teachers’ responses on those questions.

**Table 2. The conceptual constructs of the questionnaire**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constraints in IbTI</td>
<td>Some aspects are believed hamper the use of IbTI in science teaching</td>
<td>1. Time  2. Classroom population  3. Facilities  4. Teachers’ knowledge and skill</td>
<td>2. What challenges that you faced when implementing the IbTI in science teaching?</td>
<td>Multiple response item with 4 options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure to IbTI</td>
<td>Teachers are exposed to IbTI by diverse ways</td>
<td>1. From a university course  2. From books/internet  3. From workshops</td>
<td>3. How do you know IbTI?</td>
<td>Multiple response item with 3 options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free response about constraints</td>
<td>Teachers’ may have diverse feedback about constraints in using IbTI</td>
<td>1. Time  2. Classroom population  3. Facilities  4. Teachers’ knowledge and skill</td>
<td>4. Please provide your feedback and reflection about the constraints you face.</td>
<td>Open response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IbTI understanding</td>
<td>Teachers may have diverse understanding about IbTI</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>5. Please provide your understanding about IbTI.</td>
<td>Open response</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As shown on the table above, the questionnaire consists of three items of multiple response questions that enable the teachers to cite more than one answer about their regular practices in chemistry teaching, challenges in using IbTI, and exposure to IbTI. The questionnaire also encouraged participants to share their open comments and reflections about the challenges they faced in using IbTI and their knowledge about IbTI. Having had the initial draft of the questionnaire (which was generated based on the conceptual construct), the process was followed by requesting two experts’ opinions from the Department of Chemistry Education (bilingual) regarding the constructed questionnaire. The feedback of the two experts was used both to improve the constructed questionnaire in the context of Indonesia and to create a valid and reliable instrument. The data collected were analyzed directly by making tables and graphs and finally used to support the discussions. The data analysis process was also conducted in the light of trustworthiness involving the steps of member-checking process and discussions towards the data interpretation.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

a) The science teaching strategies and the implementation of IbTI

This section is used to discuss the first and the second questions of this study that asked, “What are the science teaching strategies predominantly used in Jambi city?” and “Have the inquiry-based teaching instructions (IbTI) been implemented in science teaching in Jambi city?” Based on the data in Table 3, it is seen that the teacher-centered instruction approaches that featured by the minimal participation of students in the learning activities were the most used teaching strategies in Jambi city. These included lecturing which was used by all the 70 respondent teachers followed by the confirmation-type experiment or conventional experiment, demonstration, discussion, drill/exercise, and question and answer activity.

However, the results of the survey revealed an interesting phenomenon. It seemed that the student-centered learning strategies were not favored in Jambi city. The inquiry-based teaching instruction (IbTI) and the problem-based learning (PbL) were only used by one teacher. IbTI which was recommended by the K13 was likely neglected by almost all participant teachers in Jambi city.

Table 3. The science teaching strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Teaching strategies cited by the teachers</th>
<th>Number of teachers (total 70 teachers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Lecturing</td>
<td>70 /70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Conventional Experiment</td>
<td>41/70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Demonstration</td>
<td>22/70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td>9/70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Drills/exercise</td>
<td>3/70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Question and answer activity</td>
<td>2/70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Inquiry-based Instruction (IbTI)</td>
<td>1/70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Problem-based Learning (PbL)</td>
<td>1/70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The predominant use of teacher-centered strategies in Indonesia was actually not surprising as this had been noted by other two groups of researchers two decades ago. Mahady, Wardani, Irianto, Somerset, and Nielson (1996) had observed that teachers in Indonesia predominantly used a teacher-centered learning-approach such as lecturing in their teaching practices and provided little opportunity for students to actively learn. In their two studies, Thair and Treagust (1999, 2003) supported this finding and noted that science
teaching activities in Indonesia is more teacher-oriented and not engaging students in the learning activities. These include the major use of lecturing, the conducting of experiments solely to finding a pre-determined answer, and the use of textbook activities. Hence, it suggests that the teacher-centered learning strategies such as lecturing is the most implemented teaching strategy in Indonesian secondary schools particularly in Jambi city which had not changed over decades.

The findings that show the minimal use of IbTI in secondary schools in Jambi city were absolutely not understandable for certain reasons. First, the use of IbTI in science teaching instructions had been recommended by K13 in 2013; however, the science teachers in Jambi city seemed to ignore the recommendation. The teachers left the inquiry-based instruction behind and preferred to use more traditional teaching strategies in classroom activities. Second, it is widely well-known that IbTI is beneficial to develop students’ science competency. Nevertheless, the science teachers in Jambi city were likely not concerned about this fact. Many previous studies have shown that IbTI is beneficial for students in their learning outcomes (e.g., Gallagher, 1987; Geier et al., 2008; Hmelo-Silver et al., 2007; Hofstein & Lunetta, 1982; Hofstein et al., 2005; Lustick, 2009; Palmer, 2009; Sadeh & Zion, 2009; Zion et al., 2007). The benefits span from the development of students’ critical thinking and conceptual understanding (Minner et al., 2010), students’ process skills in generating questions and hypothesis (Hofstein et al., 2004), and enhancing students’ performance in science (Sadeh & Zion, 2009). In IbTI, students experience outdoor experiences and interacting with nature that can promote students to carry out their own investigations by collect their own experimental data, and reach their own conclusions to create meaningful understanding in science (Baker & Leyva, 2003). Leonard (1980) argues that the more students are involved in practical activities, the more learning outcomes that they will achieve. Having these benefits in mind, we can state that it is not a good option to neglect IbTI in science instruction. The participants failed switching their teaching practices from more teacher-centered to more student-centered teaching practices. The failure in shifting the teaching practice is potential to bring failure developing Indonesian students’ competency in science. Previous studies suggested switching teaching practices from more traditional didactics such as lecturing to constructivism and active-learning approaches such as IbTI to be able to meet the goals of reformed Indonesian curriculum. (Kulm & Stuessy, 1991; Sawada et al., 2002; Shymansky & Kyle, 1992). Finally, these descriptions might explain why the rank of the Indonesia student competency in science assessed in the PISA program remains low since 2003.

b) Constraints in the IbTI Implementation

The third question of the study investigated the challenges that the teachers face to implement the inquiry-based teaching instructions (IbTI) in Jambi city. The data in Table 4 indicate that the science teachers responded differently to the four major constraints, which had influenced them in using IbTI. It seemed that the lack of time was the most cited constraint amongst the four. It was followed by the large number of students, the lack of equipment and facilities, and the lack of knowledge, skills and experience with practicing inquiry (Table 4).
Table 4. Perceived constraints in the implementation of IbTI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Constraints on use of IbTI cited by the teachers</th>
<th>Number of teachers (total 70 teachers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>The lack of time</td>
<td>55/70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>The large number of students</td>
<td>50/70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>The lack of equipment and facilities</td>
<td>40/70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>The lack of knowledge, skill and experience</td>
<td>35/70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The four constraints cited by the teachers were not surprising as these are prevalent in Jambi city. These constraints are discussed below.

c) The lack of time

The lack of time was the first big constraint perceived by 55 out of 70 teachers in Jambi city. This constraint refers to the limited time for teachers to conduct inquiry investigations. According to the teachers, heavy teaching and curriculum load are the main reasons why they implement inquiry. The teachers were always rushing to cover the entire curricular contents. Some teachers posted the reasons about this constraint as below:

‘I, hardly ever conducted experiments, due to the lack of time and equipment’. (R5)

‘We [I] don’t have much time to conduct many experiments; we are rushing to finish all the subjects’. (R7)

‘We [I] do not conduct experiments for the unnecessary subjects, to be honest, because we are rushing’. (R15)

‘Let us say in two x 45 minutes, students can only learn one concept in an experiment, but if we use the traditional method in the classroom, either by lecturing or discussion, we can accomplish more concepts within the same minutes. We are rushing’. (R20)

‘Never… because I am forced to rush [to meet] my target’. (R31)

‘Inquiry needs a long time so we [I] do not do it’. (R45)

The teachers’ perceptions about the insufficient time to conduct investigations particularly in the form of inquiry were understandable. It is widely known that the Indonesia curriculum is overloaded. The overloaded curriculum comes from the many subjects contained in the curriculum. For example, the Indonesia secondary-school curriculum contains around 17 subjects per semester during the compulsory three years of schooling (Abdullah, 2007). This has been done on the purpose for accommodating not only the science-content subjects (i.e., chemistry, physics, biology), the mathematics, the social-content subjects (such as language, economics, etc.) but also meeting the needs of diverse groups of the country by offering courses related to ethnicity, religion, national identity, and national resources (Hadi, 2002).

The problem of an overloaded curriculum is resulted in overlaps among contents covered in different subject matters. In other words, one scientific concept can be taught in two different subjects with insignificantly-different scopes. For example, radiochemistry is taught in chemistry and is also taught in physics as nuclear physics using similar concepts. Indonesian science teachers thus feel under pressure to meet all the curricular targets covering all the required science materials during the semester (Masdjudi, 1999). These overloaded science program then reduces the for the implementation of the inquiry-based teaching-
activities. Previous studies have discussed how teachers felt pressure to cover curriculum that make them leave almost no time for practical lessons such as inquiry-investigations (Minner et al., 2010; Staer, Goodrum, & Hackling, 1998). This is why inquiry was not favored in Jambi city.

d) The large number of students

The large number of students was the second constraint discussed by 50 teachers. This refers to the number of students who are phenomenally large around 30 to 40 students in a classroom. This reduces teachers’ eagerness to conduct an inquiry-based activity due to the classroom management and disciplinary issues as well as plenty of time spent for preparation of materials and arrangement of the classroom. Undoubtedly, the teachers thus prefer to employ a teacher-centered instruction method such as lecturing for their overcrowded classrooms (Thair & Treagust, 1999; van den Berg & Lunetta, 1984). Some teachers provided reasons why this had challenged them in implementing IbTI.

‘There are almost 40 students in my classroom. I cannot conduct an inquiry learning because that will waste the time’. (R6)
‘The number of students is very large. It is difficult to guide them’. (R29)
‘It is hard for me to order them. It will produce big noise’. (R40)
‘It will make the laboratory messy and disorder’. (R50)
‘It is time consuming. I need 2 experiments for each topic to include all the students who are very large in number. Half of the classroom is for each experiment’. (R55)

A picture depicts a crowded situation of a classroom in one secondary school in Jambi city is presented in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image)

Figure 1. A science classroom containing 40 students

e) The lack of equipment and facilities

The lack of equipment and facilities were the next constrain discussed by 40 respondent teachers in Jambi city. This refers to the lack of laboratory, science materials, and equipment such as glasses, balance, cables, etc. Some teachers further described the condition of their science laboratory and facilities in their schools and evaluated it as complete, inadequate or inadequate. It is presented in Figure 2 below. Data in Figure 2 shows that 48 teachers had
reported that the equipment of their laboratory was inadequate, 18 teachers had stated that it was adequate, while 4 teachers had stated that it was complete.

![Figure 2. The inadequacy of equipment and facilities in the science laboratory secondary schools](image)

The lack of equipment and facilities in the secondary schools in Indonesia including Jambi city actually is not a new issue. The past studies also discussed how some schools in Indonesia were lacking laboratories, basic equipment and materials. These studies also discussed the problems about restocking or replacing broken apparatus that are not taken cared of for years in the school laboratories. Teachers even find it difficult in purchasing electrical cables for practical work due to the lack of funding (Coppola, 2008). Furthermore, most of the laboratories are lacking assistants/technicians (Thair & Treagust, 1997); who would normally have the responsibility for helping the science teachers for preparing their experiments. Therefore, Walberg (1991) had criticized the suitability of inquiry-style experiments for developing countries due to the insufficiency of the laboratory facilities. This constraint thus undoubtedly causes science teachers to neglect inquiry-based laboratory investigations. Rather, they prefer to use those that are more teacher-centered ones.

f) The lack of teachers’ knowledge, skills and experiences in IbTI

The final constraint was the lack of knowledge, skills, and experiences of science teachers to implement IbTI. This was cited by half (35) of the teachers out of 70 participant teachers in Jambi city (Table 5). The data were supported by other data showing that the respondent teachers held limited and miscellaneous knowledge about inquiry. It seemed that 35 teachers held anecdotal understanding about inquiry as an activity to find concepts, activity to make students more creative, etc., while the remaining half were blind about inquiry (Table 5). Some examples of the teachers’ understanding are presented below.

‘Inquiry is used to find concepts’. (R4).
‘Students find something out of the experiment’. (R10)
‘Students make conclusions’. (R11)
‘Students to generate concepts’. (R17)
‘To help students more creative’. (R19)
‘Students solve problems’, (R22)
‘Students make conclusion’, (R25)
‘To prove concept’. (R34)
‘To activate students’. (R41)
‘Investigating type activity’. (R51)
Table 5. Teachers’ knowledge and experience in IbTI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
<th>Number of Teachers (total 70 teachers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Knowledge of inquiry:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a. Anecdotal understanding:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Inquiry aims to find concepts</td>
<td>25/70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Other understandings</td>
<td>10/70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. No understanding</td>
<td>35/70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Exposure to inquiry:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a. Had been exposed to inquiry:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- in a university/faculty long time a go</td>
<td>21/70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- from books</td>
<td>9/70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- professional development (PD) programs about</td>
<td>0/70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- inquiry-based instruction (IbTI)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. No exposure to inquiry</td>
<td>40/70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The phenomenon about teachers’ miscellaneous understanding about inquiry had been identified by previous authors. Windschitl (2004) had observed that inquiry was understood in many different ways. One of the commonly-held misconceptions about inquiry-learning activities is that they are activities ‘to find something’ out of practical activities. Then, French (2005) had also observed that some teachers may have understood inquiry in different ways. IbTI can be understood by teachers simply as similar to the prevalent traditional practical activity aimed at confirming/proving concepts. It can be done by simply involving students in a practical activity and by asking some questions for the students to answer, or by letting students investigate their own particular interests without clear steps and without appropriate guidance.

However, based on the literature, an inquiry activity is designed to help students develop their scientific knowledge and procedural skills. This should be designed with a clear purpose to answer specific questions that involve some steps and levels (Fay & Bretz, 2008; NRC, 2000) in which teachers use appropriate questions (Alessandrini & Larson, 2002; Colburn, 2000; Oliveira, 2010; Windschitl, 2002) and support students’ learning (Davis, 2003; Edwards & Mercer, 1987; Hmelo-Silver et al., 2007) guide students to develop their explanations. Limited understanding about inquiry resulted in teachers’ confusion in implementing IbTI such as having hard times in distinguishing their roles and students’ roles in the inquiry-type instruction and deciding how much assistance they should provide for students to complete the inquiry activities (Bell, Smetana, & Binns, 2005; Blanchard et al., 2010; Colburn, 2000). It appears that teachers’ knowledge about scientific inquiry is insufficient in Jambi city and that makes it unable for teachers to use this teaching strategy in their science teaching practices.

Professional development is, therefore, believed to be the key to meet the goals of teaching reform (Loucks-Horsley & Matsumoto, 1999). Such programs, which normally provide teachers with the knowledge, skills and experience, will enable teachers to further adopt it in their teaching practices. Unfortunately teachers had different experiences and exposures about learning and practicing inquiry. Data in Table 4 demonstrate that most of the teachers (40 teachers) had never been exposed to inquiry while 30 teachers had have inquiry-experiences from various resources. Nine teachers of the latter learned inquiry through books, 21 teachers had have experiences about inquiry during their college education few years/decades ago. However, none of the teachers had joined any professional development program or any kind of trainings to develop informed understanding about inquiry. This limited inquiry-exposure during the teachers’ career might have the reasons of teachers’
limited knowledge, skills and experience in inquiry as showed in Table 4. This assumption was supported by previous authors who discussed in their studies that teachers who have not been sufficiently exposed to student-centered methods such as inquiry, and/or teachers who have been exposed to professional-development courses excluding one related to inquiry, both of these type of teachers (Roehrig & Luft, 2004) could end up having lack of knowledge and skills for implementing IbTI teaching-activities (Herrington, Yezierski, Luxford, & Luxford, 2011; Luft, 2001; Smerdon, Burkam, & Lee, 1999; Thair & Treagust, 2003).

CONCLUSION

This study showed that secondary science teachers in Jambi City either do not use or minimally use inquiry-based teaching instruction (IbTI) in their science classroom. The results showed that the IbTI was surprisingly neglected by most of the participant teachers. They predominantly used the more traditional teaching strategies such as lecturing to teach science, despite of the fact that the use of IbTI had been recommended by the national curriculum. This study has provided a new insight about the need for providing teachers with opportunities in which they can learn to implement inquiry properly. While the curriculum has mandated the use of the inquiry-approaches in Indonesia, teachers were not supported to adopt and implement this strategy.

This study provides insight into the reasons for scare use of inquiry in Indonesian science classrooms will potentially contribute to the science education literature in this regard. However, there might be some limitations. For example, there may be differences of the use of the inquiry-based teaching instruction (IbTI) between teachers in secondary schools and teachers in junior high schools, and between teachers in cities and those in rural areas. Future studies thus may focus on diverse groups of teachers. Future studies may look at the implementation of the inquiry-based teaching instruction (IbTI) by science teachers and by non-science teachers. Future studies may also look at the necessary strategies, skills and scaffolding steps that teachers may use in successfully implementing inquiry by minimizing the constraints.

This study provided information for policy makers, school leaders, researchers, and teacher educators to understand the implementation of the inquiry-based teaching instruction (IbTI) in science classrooms. The findings of the study revealed four major perceived-constraints that prevented teachers from using inquiry in their classrooms. These constraints included the ill-fit curriculum and lack of facilities and inadequate knowledge of teachers’ about inquiry. Some recommendations can be drawn from the findings of this study. The Indonesian Government should provide teachers with supports including the provision of sufficient time, rational number of students, adequate scientific equipment and tools, appropriate workshops and trainings, and any other supports that are necessarily important to encourage teachers to adopt and implement the strategy. The findings of this study could also be beneficial for other teachers in developing countries who are endeavoring in using inquiry in their science teaching practices. Ignoring these constraints will produce only a short term success for this curriculum-reform process (Jonathan, 1998). Finally, the minimal rankings in the PISA results from 2003 to 2015 might be attributable to the limited implementation of inquiry strategies in science classrooms in Indonesia.
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